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3D geological modelling of central Nepal
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Physiography and geology of Nepal Himalaya

Nelson et al. 1980
Extreme vertical variation of topography with respect to geolocal subdivisions



Occurrence of landslides & tectonostratigraphy of Nepal Himalaya



Extreme weather event and landslide occurences (July 1993, central Nepal)
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Extreme weather event of 19–21 July 1993; rainfall measured at 
Tistung, central Nepal (source: Department of Soil Conservation & Watershed Management)



To Kathmandu
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Makawanpur
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Modelling site (latitudes 27°37’ to 27°45’ N & longitudes 84°57’38” to 85°08’2” E)

Lesser Himalaya, central Nepal
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19-21 July 1993 Cloudburst & landslide damages
20 July 1993 -
Site of bridge 
destroyed

To Kathmandu

Upstream extensive landslides

Huge sediment  transport along 
river course



Failure of thin soils along the dip-slopes is 
the most occurrences

Thin soil sliding 
down-slope along 
the dip-slope



Using following GOCAD 
research plugins:

• GeolToolbx
• GRGLib
• IsoSurf
• SolidExplorer
• Stereonet
• StructuralLab

The coordinate system will be in meters, with 
Z positive upwards. 

3D geological modelling: IMPLICIT 
APPROACH (after Caumon et al. 2007)



3D model configuration using GOCAD
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DSI (Mallet 2002)

where, R(ϕ|α) is the local roughness at node α, ρ(ϕ|c) is a constraint defined for node α, µ is 
a stiffness coefficient, and ϖc, φ.ϖ are weight coefficients 

where, dip direction θ (azimuth) and dip φ angles

Orientation vector (v) 
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Computed stratigraphic surfaces for Model3D

Rock strata geometry



3D geological model of Lesser Himalaya, central Nepal 



If the probability of presence (1) of a phenomenon is If the probability of presence (1) of a phenomenon is 
Pa, then Pb represents the absence (0).Pa, then Pb represents the absence (0).

(i. e. Pa + Pb = 1)(i. e. Pa + Pb = 1)
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Where P(Y) is the probability of an event occurring. 

Landslide hazard modelling using LR

Where, bi (i=0,1, ……,n) is coefficient estimated from 
sample data, and Ai (i=1,2, …..,n) is independent 
variables (i.e. landslide related physical parameters)



Integer variable matrix

Dummy variable matrix

Input File

Output File

Thematic Raster Summary



Logistic Regression Coefficients
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Intercept Regression value
Present = 1
Absent = 0

Probability calculation using logistic regression

For example:



Predicted Landslide Hazard/suceptibility Map



AUC = 90-94% 
(with prediction accurary of 0.5 to 1)



Integration of 3D geomodel & Landslide hazard/suceptibility



CONCLUDING REMARKS
Implicit approach of “sparse data”
modelling quite illustrative to 
compute geologic-boundary surfaces. 

Statistical modelling of landslide 
hazard is particularly suited in 
regional terrain of central Nepal.
3D geomodel and landslide hazard 
has provided interactive evaluation of 
integrated scenarios.
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